Restaurants within walking distance
from Carlo IV hotel
Zvonice
Jindrisska tower, Jindrisska, Prague 1
Daily 11:30 – 24:00
Type of cuisine: Czech
Type of restaurant: Upscale in unique setting
The restaurant situated at the very top of mystery-veild Jindrisska Tower is regarding to its unusual position an
unique place to eat in terms of whole Prague. The historical space itself is inviting for the presentation of Czech
and Old Czech cuisine. The atmosphere that is created by the sensible use of the centuries old premises will not
be found anywhere else. The brilliance of the chef and genius loci of the restaurant will surely fascinate you.

Vinograf
Senovazne namesti 23, Prague 1
Mon – Sat 11:30 – 24:00, Sun closed
Type of cuisine: International
Type of restaurant: Excellent wine bar with casual dining options
Besides the international ones, this wine bar serves an amazing selection of Moravian and Bohemian; all of the
wines are supplied from small, family wine makers and belong amongst the top Czech wines. Vinograf offers
international lunch and dinner menu, as well as simple cheese and meat plates. If you want to sample some of the
best local wines, visit Vinograf and be prepared to be surprised at the complexity of the underrated local wines.

Kolkovna Celnice
V Celnici 4, Prague 1
Daily 11:00 – 24:00
Type of cuisine: Czech
Type of restaurant: Casual pub style restaurant
Unique combination of traditional Czech cuisine and modern gastronomical delights, together with the superb
quality of Pilsner Urquell beer enjoyed in a cosy atmosphere dating back to the beginnings of the last century The
historic atmosphere of the restaurant, recalling the days of the First Republic, has been made possible by the
original furnishings supplied by the brewery museum, as well as photographs and posters dating back to that era.

La Gare
V Celnici 3, Prague 1
Mon – Sun 08:00 – 24:00
Type of cuisine: French
Type of restaurant: Casual French brasserie
According to French dictionary brasserie is a place with a relaxed atmosphere, a printed menu and meals
throughout the day, here they add service that will surely entertain you including native speakers, delicious
cuisine based on tradition, seasonal homemade food and bakery and pastry shop, imported wines directly from
winemaker. La Gare is opened for you whole day - from breakfast, over lunch to dinner and Á la carte menu.

Kogo
Na Prikope 22, Slovansky dum
Daily 11:00 – 23:00
Type of cuisine: Italian & Mediterranean
Type of restaurant: Nicer restaurant with outside seating
The experience begins the moment you enter, as your senses are delighted, one after the next - by the
restaurant's bright and open decor, by its warm and lively atmosphere, and by the intoxicating aroma of cooking
from its open kitchen. Whether you're seeking the spot for a business lunch, a lively meal with a group of friends,
romantic dinner for two or simply a perfect dining experience for yourself alone, KOGO awaits your discovery.

Brasileiro
Na Prikope 22, Slovansky dum
Daily 12:00 – 24:00
Type of cuisine: Brazilian
Type of restaurant: Excellent for meat lovers
Enjoy the Brazilian churrasco-rodízio! Grilled meat from selected breeds of South American bulls, fish, seafood
and other Brazilian specialties from salada buffé... Eat as much as you can for a single price. Churrasco is a
traditional method of cooking various kinds of meat on a big skewer, especially beef. Meat slices off the skewer
are being placed onto your plate, this is the way of serving the meat here, also known as the Rodizio.

China Fusion & Millhouse Sushi
Na Prikope 22, Slovansky dum, Prague 1
Daily 11:00 – 23:00
Type of cuisine: Chinese & Japanese
Type of restaurant:
China Fusion restaurant offers Chinese specialties and European cuisine in mutual harmony connections. Come
and see that we can always surprise you with something new. The tradition of excellent cuisine, which dates back
to the fifties of the 20th century. Meals are prepared in a traditional way from the freshest ingredients. Millhouse
Sushi bar, which is part of the restaurant, gives you freshest Japanese options, including popular ‚running sushi‘.

Pizza Nuova
Revolucni 1, Prague 1
Daily 11:30 – 23:30
Type of cuisine: Italian
Type of restaurant: Good value authentic Italian
It is our pleasure to bake traditional Naples-style pizzas for you. Their exceptional taste comes from using the best
San Marzano and Pienolo tomatoes, buffalo mozzarella and olive oil. Our pizzas are hand rolled according to the
guarded tradition of Verace Pizza Napoletana. We bake them in a traditional oven using a beech wood fire. A dark
crust, thick on the edge and thin in the body, is typical for Naples-style pizza.

Francouzská Restaurace
Náměstí republiky 5, Prague 1
Daily 12:00 – 23:00
Type of cuisine: Czech & International
Type of restaurant: Nicest fine dining Art Nouveau restaurant in Prague
Located close to the Republic Square and within the Municipal House building, Francouzska Restaurace (French
Restaurant) is a prestigious venue of high quality cuisine and service, serves delicious international and traditional
Czech cuisine prepared by a top chef and his team with extensive wine list but it's the decor that you'll remember.
This is the finest example of large-scale Art Nouveau design in the city.

